
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Simformotion™   LLC Announces Release of Hydraulic Excavator Simulator System
 
Simformotion™ LLC, Morton, Ill.—a leader in heavy equipment simulator training 
solutions—announces the release of its new Hydraulic Excavator Cat® Simulator System.
Operators can learn the same machine applications found on actual worksites, but in the 
safety of a virtual environment! Authentic controls and rich graphics set the stage for 
users to learn several different simulated training exercises: Controls Familiarization, 
Machine Walkaround, Bucket Placement, Raking the Green, Over the Moon, Loading & 
Off-Loading from a Low-Boy Trailer, Truck Loading, Bench Loading, Setting Trench 
Box & Pipe, Trenching, Backfilling, Production Cycle, Quick Coupler and a special Open 
Training mode. Plus, exclusive reporting features mean all simulator sessions are 
measured and recorded so instructors and users can track user progress. Customize 
simulator training based on organizational or individual needs. The PC-based simulator 
system offers the user the most engaging experience in virtual training today! 
 
Vice President Lara Aaron says, “Leveraging simulation technologies to help clients train 
their heavy equipment operators safely and cost effectively is core to Simformotion’s 
business. We deliver innovative simulator technology to help our client organizations 
save costs on training and increase safety awareness, while giving heavy equipment 
operators the tool they need to build skills to enhance production techniques.” 
 
Special features on the Hydraulic Excavator Simulator System such as multiple 
languages; Track IR optical motion tracking controller, which tracks and responds to 
operator head movements; Buttkicker, which gives the sensation of feeling heavy 
equipment movements; and companion tablet eBook training set Cat Simulators apart 
from any other heavy equipment simulation trainer available today!  
 
In addition to the Hydraulic Excavator, Cat Simulators are available in models for the 
Dozer, Off-Highway and Mining Trucks, M-Series Motor Grader, Small and Large 
Wheel Loaders and Wheel Tractor-Scraper. For more information, visit 
www.catsimulators.com. 
 
About Simformotion™ LLC 
Simformotion LLC—a leader in heavy equipment simulator training solutions—is a licensee for 
Caterpillar Inc. Cat heavy equipment simulators deliver dynamic training technology and 
outstanding safety results through the power of state-of-the-art virtual training. Operator training 
simulators can help businesses dramatically lower costs and address initiatives such as safety and 
production; while ensuring training can be delivered anytime day or night, regardless of weather 
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conditions. Cat Simulators are chosen as training solutions in such markets as mining, 
contracting, trade unions, government and trade and vocational schools. Simformotion LLC is an 
affiliate of CSE Software Inc.  
 
CAT, CATERPILLAR, their respective logos, "Caterpillar Yellow" and the “Power Edge” trade 
dress, as well as corporate and product identity used herein, are trademarks of Caterpillar and may 
not be used without permission. Third party trademarks are the property of their respective 
owners. 

 
 


